Kindergarten Scoop
Ms. Malekooti Room 2
malekooti.sasha@cusd80.com - (480) 224-3226
Week 28 (2/24/2020-2/28/2020)

Upcoming Dates for February and March:
2/19
2/21
2/24
2/25
3/5
3/4
3/6
3/9-3/23
3/24

Box Tops due
PTO Fun Friday
Art Masterpiece
Class and Spring Pictures
Kinder field trip, Childsplay
Fun Run
Third Quarter Ends
Spring Break
Students return
Specials

WISH LIST:

Monday 2/24

Media

Tuesday 2/25

PE

Wednesday 2/26

Music

Thursday 2/27

Lab

Friday 2/28

PE

Nothing is needed at
this time.

Review of the Week Before

This week we focused on making discoveries in conjunction with our EQ: What do scientists do when they
discover something new?
We reviewed letters and sounds, as well as segmenting
and blending all the sounds in a word. We learned two
new word families, -og and -ob.
We continued to practice writing opinions. We focused
on the importance of justifying an opinion to explain
why we feel that way. “Justify means tell me why!” Our
new sight words the week were—some, he, must.
For grammar, we continued to focus on verbs. We practiced identifying past, present, and future tense verbs,
looking for those specific clues like “ed” and “will.”

In math, we continued to learn about measurement. In
addition to length and height, we learned about weight
with a scale, as well as compared different objects for
capacity.
Throughout the week we also made time to read all of
our new class books from the book fair. Thank you to all
of those who bought us some new books! We love
them!
Important Info:
1.

HW — Instead of a packet, students will complete activities to help them study their spelling words (Please see the
instructions on the Tic-Tac-Toe sheet for this), and a project. The students will practice for a poem recitation, as well
as create a visual aid to enhance their presentation. Please help your student choose a nursery rhyme from the list provided, memorize it to be said aloud in front of the class, and create a craft/visual aid to present with the poem. Please
see the rubric included in the HW packet for how students will be graded. Everything will be due Friday 2/28. Presentations will be throughout the week of 3/2. Use your imagination and have fun!

2.

Spelling tests—We will begin adding sentence dictation to our Spelling Tests next Friday, 2/28, where I slowly read the students a sentence that uses spelling words from the week, and they have to write it, keeping conventions in mind. It would be a
good idea to practice this at home to prepare for the test!

3.

Rainbow Word flashcards —Next week we will learn—some, he, must.

4.

Clubs—If you are signing your student up for an after-school club, please let me know!

5.

Field trip—Kindergarten is going on another field trip to Childsplay at the Herberger Theater on 3/5. If you have not
already, please return your permission slip by 2/26.

